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July 7, 1010
The Honorable Susan Combs
Texas Comptroller of Pub'ic Accounts
Lyndon B.Johnson State Office Building
111 East lih Street
Austin, Texas 78774
Re:

Finding of Fact Regarding Article IX, Section 17.10 - Allocation offunding for Rail Relocation and
Improvement Fu~d

Dear Comptroller Combs:
Thank you for your contiriuing efforts and patience in working through the various questions that have
arisen relative to whether your office should issue the finding of fact for the allocation of money to the
Rail Relocation and Improliement Fund requested pursuant to Section 17.10 in Art. IX-70 of the General
Appropriations Bill (5.13. 1) adopted by the TexCls Legislature for the 2010 - 2011 Biennium (August 14,
2009 printing). I appreciate your meeting with me several days ago to discuss th is issue. Since that
time, I have taken a fresh iook at the questions surrounding the interpretation of the rider, and
considered them infight applicable law, the legislature's actions and legal analysis that I thought
relevant and helpful.

of

Please conSider this the lone Star Rail District's response to your letter of June 4, 2010_ Further review
of the language ofthe rider and the legislative history of Its development has led us to request that you
conSider the following two issues that we respectfully raise In the more detailed brief that follows:
1. The appropriations to HHSC and to TWC are substantively different both in form and In
SUbstance from the DMV appropriation that was the subject oftne Attorney General's opinion
in GAO - 0776. The elimination ofthe Fund 006 appropriations to these two state agencies in
the current biennial budget is precisely and exactly the type of reduction in appropriations from
Fund 006 thatSectlon 17.10 (b)(2) Intended to capture.
2. Aplain reading of Section 17.10(b)(1) should, In our view, result in a determination that the "net
impact of enacted revenue measures on incoming revenue of the State Highway Fund" that is
not constltutionall~ dedicated is apprOXimately $1,093,614,158. This number has been left
entirely out of previous calculations, and once included, pushes the net increase for the 20102011 biennium well over the required $182 million .

.1
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Origin and Intenr of the Rider
The rider was based on la'nguage originally developed by TxDOT, Senator Watson, and Legislative
Council, in the preparation of 5.8. 1923 which was filed by Senator Watson during the last legislative
session. In fact, James Sass from TxDOT testified on C.S.5.B. 1923 before the Senate Committee on
Transportation and Homeland Security on March 30, 2009, and that testimony, along with the author's
explanation and related questions is consistent with the suggested interpretations of the rider that we
are providing, both with respect to diversions from Fund 006 and the net Impact of enacted revenue
measures to the highway f'Und. The most pertinent part of Bass' testimony is that the three"part test in
C.S,S.B. 1923 is "fair and balimced, bringinfl in all the parts and funding to the department."
Advocates for rail funding subsequently took the word ing from Section 24 of C.S.S.B. 1923 and drafted it
in the form of an appropriations bill rider. One substantive change was made to the three-part test set
forth in that section. ,That change was to delete the requirement in the bill that it apply only to "items
enacted by the 81" legislature." The draft was then provided to Rep. Ruth Jones MCClendon who turned
it over to the LBB for their review and preparation ofa proposed rider to S.B. 1 wh!!n it was debated on
the House Floor. LBB made a number of minor changes to the rider on the evening that the House
voted to adopt the rider, for the explicit purpose of making sure that the rider was clear and
straightforward In its intent, and that the finding of f;lct test cont;Jlned in the rider could be easily
applied by your office. LBB and TxDOT recommended some further changes to the language after it was
adopted in the House version of S.B. 1 that Were presented and ultimately adopted by the S.B. 1
Conference Committee.
Rail advocates pursued the strategy and approach contained in the rider becaUSe they believed this
approach was generally perceiVed by TxDOT to be a good way to pursue rail funding. We also thought it
was easy for a majority olthe legislature to understand and support the basiC concept behind the rider:
the Rail Relocation and Improvement Fund would receive $182 million only after your office issued a
finding offact that there was a net Increase of at least that amount available to TxDOT in the ZOl0-2011
biennium versus the previous budget cycle.
Increased funding for TxC>OT proVided by the 81'" teglsloture
, There is no dispute that TXDOT received many hundreds of millions of dollars more than the $182
million referenced in the rider when comparing the current biennium to the immediate past biennium.
, The net amount of additional revenue that is eVident in Fund 006 on the face of the appropriations bills
for the two respective biennia is a positive $699 million as indicated in the chart below:
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Beyond these doUars, the,legislature appropriated an additional $1,587,800,000 from the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act for hIghway and brIdge construction (Art. XII-7). All of this money Is
new money, over and above the dollars that were available in Fund 006 for thllse precise purposes in
the previous biennium. From a very common sense and simple analysis, it is factually true that TxOOT
received neaHy $2.3 billion [$1,587,800,000+ 699,000,000 ~ $2,286,800,000) more for highway
construction in the current biennium than in the previous one.
This fact alone led almost everyone involved in the debate over the rail funding rider in Section 17.10 to
believe that the calculation of the provisions In the rider would meetthe test required for the finding of
fact. Simply put, the issue' for policymakers as they considered their vote on this matter was whether to
allocate the next $182 million that was available for highway construction to the rail fund, using the
2009-Z010 biennium as the baseline. Certainly every one of the legislators that served on the S.". 1
Conference Committee appeared to believe that If the rider were included In the final bill, and not
redlined by the Governor, that the Rail Relocation and Improvement Fund would receive this $182
million.

Net Impact Determination
Of course, we recognize that the rider specifically indudes and excludes some of the revenue flowing
into Fund 006, and into TxDOT, and requires a "net impact" determinati,on in accordance with its
provisions. There is no proviSion, for example, that would appear to Include the more than $1.5 billion
flowing to TxDOT for highways through the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. And, we certainly
acknowledge that your office is bound by the provisions contained in the rider, not the simple, common
sense analySiS setforth aj)ove.
But we respectfully submit that the legislature's intent and understanding of this issue does have value,
especiallv as Your office seeks to determine the meaning of the words in Section 17.10, if you believe
there is a close call or other ambiguity contaiMd tharein.This is especially true, we believe, in a
situation authorizing an allocation of funds that have already been appropriated, and that will be spent
regardless, versus a situation where the question is whether to authorize the expenditure or
appropriation of funds at~lI.
Turning to the actual words and the interpretation of those words in Section 17.10, you are very familiar
with the three-part test set forth in the rider. These provisions are found in Section (b) of the rider, and
there is language in part (b) that has been regularly omitted from the summary worksheets that have
served as the basis for our discussions. The omitted language refers to excluding constitutionally
dedicated funds from the calculations required by the test, and it is meaningful because it makes it clear
that the legislature gave some specific consideration to what should be included and excluded from the
calculation.
Initially, our own worksheets and those of the comptrQller's office staff with whom we visited exceeded
the $182 millIon threshold' required for certification, We did not challenge the underlying calculations at
this time since we believed that the result was sufficient for the issuance of a finding of fact in support
of the rider. in particular, iNe did not challenge the assumption that there were no "enacted revenue
measures" affecting the calCUlation of part one of the test found in Section 17.10(b)[1). We simply did
not fows on this at the time because we assumed that It would be irrelevant to the outcome.
·3,
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Department of MotrJr Vehicles
Subsequently, we learned that your office felt that it was undear whetherthe transfer of funds to the
Department of Motor Vehicles {DMV} should be treated as a reduction in appropriations to rxDOT from
Fund 006 under part (b){2) olthe rider. Ultimately this matter was resolved by the Attorney General In
GA.Q776, which concluded that the transfers to DMV did not constitute an appropriation to DMV. His
decision was correct in our opinion for several reasons, and resulted in the return of approximately $75
million to the plus side of the net impact calculation pushing the net number back over $182 million
once again.
HHSC(TWC

We then were informed that your office had reversed its earlier conclusion that two other Items (HHSC
and TWC) milt the definition of a Hreduction In appropriations made from the St3te Highway Fund to
state agencies other than the Department of Transportation". (This again, is the test set forth in (b)(2)
of the rider, which was the focus of most of our discussions up to this point.) HHSC received $73.9
. million and TWC received '$6.8 million from Fund 006 in the 2008-2009 biennium, but dId not receive
these amounts from Fund 006 in the current biennium. We respectfully ask that your office sl.!pport its
original conclUSion as reflected In the worksheet you shared with us when we met with you in your
. office on August 26, ;2009, for the following reasons:
1. .E)«;liJdlng theHHSC gnd.twC'ltems os.crai@ande& (W2) iii: itr¢di:ls~tel'if With thfi ~libst(jflC'e f;t/.et

torm4nterpretaticin VOUhpye:qpp(jeitto;Clllbftli!:pthtttPfol1$ipnii: ot th€,.fi(iel'. Asid e from' the

legal question ~fWhether these doJla;S w~~~'app~oprjated to TxDOT or to the respective
agencies, It Is obvi()uS and not In dispute that the riders to HHSC and TWC were diversions from
Fund 006 of exactly and precisely the nature that has attracted so much attention over the past
many years. These dollars were not available to TxDOr in the 2008-2009 biennium, and they
were used for purposes that would not have been funded byTxDOTor through Fund 006. These
dollars are now available to TxDOT. The underlying programs are now being paid for by General
Revenue and Medicaid matching funds through the HHSC and TWC budget patterns. These two
:ltell!$: are: IJ!tl!tlselv qmilfJ(<<tiyrhrt m!!S'pftetiCf¢MJn,(jtl!jifljptfdfi1t1rtt'fr&n .F.untltlQ§ thi!!r!l:!.~
Jegislatu,,! i~t"nd"d to ~aPtu,.e with 'the language off/?U21:'
.
.
.. .
2. A very literal reedrnll of Section 17.10 would be necessary to reach a contrary conclusion. If the
same form over substance and literal analysis W3S applied to other parts of the rider, it would be
necessary, for example, to conclude that since the primary operative word in (b}(l) is "net
Impact", in (b)(2) is "gain" and in' (b)(3) is "loss·, we should then consider, for example, onlv
gains under (b)(2) and only losses under (b)(3). Instead, everyone involved has calculated the
net Impoct of reductions in appropriations under (b)(2) and would presumably Include increases
in appropriations Ilnder (b)(3). In fact, on the worksheet your staff shared with us most
recently, there are several itllms that are induded as Josses under (b)(2) as the result of
increases in appropriations to state agencies other than TxDOT - not just gains from reductions
in appropriation!; as stated in the rider.
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3. If we were to eliminate the losses to TxDor that are reffected as negative numbers under part
(b)(2) of the test, that would lim it the calculation to the gains made from a reduction in
appropriations,just like the rider says. Such an approach makes no sense, andwe are not
recommending it; although we would note that there would never have been any opportunity
for dispute over the transfer of money from TxDOTto DMV under a literal reading of part (b)(;1.)
ofthe rider. We believe that the entire point of the rider is to determine on a net basis whether
TxDDT has more money for highways in this biennium than in the previous one. Substance over
form and giving the legislature's language Its intended meaning is the better approach.

4. ·furtherrnom.:tlferrt I$:-o cleor distfm:tion;betweeMIm1;lHSt;;liWtitems'. gndtf1e transfer of dUties
and funds to the OMV. The HHSC and TWe appropriatIons were made effective immediately
upon the effective date of the appropriations act, and the funds were appropriated to the two
agencies at the start of the state fistal biennium. No part of the funding provided to HHSC/!WC
by the 2008·2009 rider was related to functions or personnel that 1)(001" was previously
providing or paying for. These were new expenditures, required by new legislation, for services
not previously paid for by the state or through Fund 006.
S.

In contrast, the DMV funding was found by the Attorney General to be an appropriation of funds
to TxDOT, followed by a later transfer of funds to DMV, assuming that certain conditions were
met, approved by·the LBB, and that tlJe personnel and functIons associated with the funding
was also transferred at the same time. Our conclusion is that the HHSC and TWe Items should
be treated as a gain under part (b)(2) oftha test both as a matter of substance over form, and
because of actual and slgnifrcant differences between these items and the DMV transfer.

Net Impotto/ "nacted Revenue Measures

It may, however, be unnecessary to revisit your decision on the HHSC and TWC expenditures. We
believe the anSWer as to "ihether you sl'lould make a finding of fact regarding the $:1.82 million may best
be determined by focusing on the meaning of part (I) of the tes!setforth In Section 17.10(b). Stated
differently, the key question is what portion of the almost $2.3 billion of additional funding (net)
received by TxOOT counts toward the net impact calculation required by the Section 17.10 rider. The
specific language of Section (b)(l) is:
"the net impact of enacted revenue measures on incoming revenue of the State Highway Fund that is nat
dedicated under Article 8, Section 7-0 o/the Texas Con5titution".

We offer the following observations about this language:
Net Impact

1. The term "net impact" would appear to mean that both gaIns and losses to the State Highway
Fund are to be tak~n into consideration. As noted above, Section (b)(2) specifies that it applies
to a I'gain", and Section (b)(3) speCifies that it applies to a "loss", but everyone Is Interpreting
them to mean net impact. Since (b)(l) actually says net impact, the logical conclUSion Is that
(b)(1) applies to both gains and losses.
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2. The term "net impact" is clearly intended to require a comparison of Incoming revenue to Fund
006 between the ~OOg..2009 biennium and the 20l0-2011 biennium.

Enacted Revenue Measure:;

3. Thl" next and most obvious que~tion Is what is an "enacted revenue measure"? Nothing in
Texas statutes, case law or Attorney General opinions appears to clarify this term, so we are left
with the plain meaning of the words. Our conclusion is that an ellacted revenue measure is a
prOVision passed by the legislature which becomes law, and results in the deposit of revenue
into Fund 006.
4. The provision does not specify "newly" enacted revenue measures, and we therefore conclude
that it means enacted revenue measures that result in increases or decreases of funds into Fund
006, regardless of when such measures were enacted. We can find no legisl~tive intent or other
baSis to Impute words restricting thi~ provision to newly enacted measures. Further supporting
this condusion is the specific omission of language from S.B.1923 that would have limited
revenue measures to those "enacted by the 81" legislature. n
5. Indeed, the legislature does qualify the term "enacted revenue measure" by specifically
excluding money that is dedicated for particular purposes by Article 8, Section 7-a of the
Constitution. SectiOn 17.lO(d) restates and broadens this provision, stating that no money
shOUld be included in the calCUlation that is "dedicated for particular purposes by the
constitution of this state." Anlcie 8, Section 7-a, refers to motor vehicle registration fees, and
taxes on motor fuels and lubricants. This section was added to the constitution on November 5,
1946. It is certainlv not "newiy" enacted, but is purposefully excluded from the calculation.
Incoming Revenue

6. The exclUSion of specific enacted revenue measures (those dedicated by the constitution) can
only mean that all other enacted revenue measu res that are not dedicated by the constitution
are to be included'in the calculation of incoming revenue required by part (b)(l) of the test.
7. Determining the net impact of enacted revenue measures is consistent with the concept of the
rider, and With thE! ~pecific language in parts (2) and (3) of section (bl. The whole point of the
rider is to dete(mine IfTxDOT has more or less money avaIlable for highway construction (i.e.
for the dedicated funding purposes of Fund 006) from Fund 006 and other sources provided to it
such as General Re\fenUe between the 2008-2009 biennium and the 2010-2011 biennium.
8. The exclusion of constitutionally dedicated revenue is also consistent with the fact that the
money to be transferred by the rider is for rail, a purpose that has generally been conSidered
not to fall within the permissible uses of constitutional provisions dedicating certain Fund 006
dollar.; to highway construction, maintenance and safety.
9. The provision Is also consistent with the underlying concept of 58 1923 by Watson, filed durfng
the 2009 legislatiVe session, which served as a starting paint for the construction of Section
(;
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17.10. That legislation soughtto transfer the non-constitutionally dedicated revenue that was
deposited into Fund 006 to the Rail Relocatlon and Improvement Fund. The amount of these
non-constitutionally dedicated revenue measures was estimated to be about $91 million per
year, and that is where the $182 million amount in Section 17.10 came from.
10. Again, the whole point of the legislatlon, and of the rider, was to provide $182 million to fund
rail from cert<lin enacted revenue measures (the non-constitutionally dedicated ones), if TxDOT
would have at lea'st the same amount of money for highways as in the previous biennium, after
funding the rider. It was TxDOTitself, working with Sen. Watson that came up with this
approach. The rider is not identical to the legislation. Most notably the legislation would have
created a permanent funding stream for the Rail Relocation and Improvement Fund, rather than
a one·time transfer of money as withS.B. 1, but there is a relationship between the legislation
and the rider which is helpful in understanding the language of the rider as noted above:
Net Impact on Incoming Revenue ["eluding Constitutionally Oedicared Revenue

11. The exclUSion of constitutionally dedicated funds from the calculation means that the net
impact of 27 enacted revenue measures must be taken into consideration in determining net
impact between biennia. A list of these measures found in S.B. 1923 is included in Appendix A.
The total of these non-~nstitutionaIlY dedicated dollars flowing into Fund 006 appears to be
included in the appropriations bill under Method of Financing, Other Funds, State Highway Fund
No. 006, estimated (page VIi-21).·
12. Several other Items listed under Other Funds on page VII·21 of S.B. 1 are the result of enacted
revenue measureS. These are summarized in the chart on page :2 of this letter, along with the
net impact between the last and current biennia" Excluding line lofthe chart, which consists
primarily of constitutionally dedicated funds, results in a net ihcrease of funds from enacted
revenue measures between biennia of $l,093,614,15B. This number would have to be reduced
or increased by the gain orloss in non-constItutIonally dedicated funds listed in Appendix Athat
appear to be included in fine 1 ohne Other Funds estimate for Fund 006.
13. The general appropriations act for the 2010·2011 biennium, Section VIi-21. which is itself an
"enacted revenue measure" makes speCific reference in the first fIVe items of appropriation that
these funds are for Fund 006. There can be no question that the Legislature appropriated these
funds to Fund 006<
14. By way of example, Transportation Code Section 228.005 provides that "toll revenue or other
revenue" from a toU project or system that is collected or received by the department "shall be
deposited in the state highway fund"n ThIs provision is an "enacted revenue measure" within
the meaning ofSettion 17.10, is not excluded as being constitutionally dedicated, and totals an
estimated $1,041,708,712 for the current biennium.

15. This more than oM billion dollar net increase for TxDOTfrom all of the funding sources requir"d
to be included in the Section 17.10 calculation obviously does not include the almost $1.6 billion
7
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of additional dollars thatTxDOT received from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, as
the Inclusion of those dollars does not appear to be contemplated by any language in the rider.
If your office concludes that the various line items resulting in revenue being deposited into Fund 006 do
not constitute "enacted revenue measures", we would respectfully ask you to allow U5 to further brief
that specIfic; point, or to seek guidance from the Attorney General through the opinion prOcess. Many
arguments might be raised on this matter, but we believe they can be readily dismIssed.
Throughout this process you and your staff have been very open and transparent, working
collaboratively with interested parties to determine whether you should issue a finding of fact. In that
spirit, we would further request that you provide an opportunity to explain our argument in more detail
if you disagree with the points we have outlined above, Or have other questions. The legislature's
decision to include this rider in the final appropriations bill was a major victory for do~ens of
communities throughout Texas where rail eXpenditures are Critically important to safety, cleaner air and
more effiCient transportation.
Pollcymakers in the legislature and at T"DOT recognize that rail is an integral component of the state's
transportation Infrastructure. Allocating $182 million out of the more than $16 billion appropriated to
TxDOT in the current biennium is a small but very important step for eXj>anding rail funding, and it is
consistent with the voters! approval of the Rail Relocation and Improvement Fund in 2005. The
legislature's intent to fund this ricler under certain conditions was met many times over and a plain
reading of the words in Section 17.10 are suffiCient to interpret the rider consistent with that legislative.
intent.
Thank you again for your consideration.
Sincerely yours,

Lon!! Star Rail District

_~~

By: -1:-/....:;.....
M:::...-2t.M1.."..-.

J. Tullos Wells
(lO;.

Senator Jeff Wentworth
Senator John Caror"la
Senator Wendy Davis
Senator Kirk Watson
RepresentatiVe Ruth Jones McClendon
Mr. Sid Covington .
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July 28, 2010

Mr. J. Tullos Wells
Lone Star Rail District
P.O. Box 1618
San Marcos, Texas 78667-1618
Dear Mr. Wells:
Thank you for your letter dated July 7, 2010, in which you make additional arguments regarding the
fmding oHaol authorized by Section 17.1 0 of the General Appropriations Act for the 2010-2011
biennium. [Section 17.10,'Art. IX, Senate Bill I, 81st LegislatureR.3.] My June4,2010,Ietterto
William Bingham concluded that my office cannot make the finding of fact because the required
conditions have not occuri'ed. Significantly, in reaching this conclusion, my office determined that
funds provided to the Health and Human Services Commission (HHSC) and to the Texas Workforce
Commission (TWC) were not appropriations.
Your letter raises two argtlments in urging that my office reconsider its position on the finding of fact
First, you assert that the HHSC and TWC funds are different both in form and in substance from the
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) appropriation that was the subject of Attorney General's
Opinion GA-0776 (2010) .such that these appropriations may be treated differently for purposes of
Section 17.10. Second, yOU claim that a plain reading of the text of Section 17.l0(b)(l) that calculates
the "net impact of enacted 'revenue measures on incoming revenue of the State Highway Fund" should
include the increase in appropriations to the Texas Department of Transportation (TKDOT) from fiscal
2008-2009 to fiscal 2010-2011 resulting in a total impact 0($1,093,614,1,8 under Section 17.10(b)(1).
As to your first argument that appropriations to HHSC and to the TWC are different from the DMV
appropriation, we find nothing in your additional arguments that dissuades us from our inilial
conclusion that the HHSC and TWC riders were in all material respect the same as the DMV rider;
ie., if the DMV rider was not an appropriation, there was no way to conclude that the HHSC and TWC
transfers were appropriatiQ'ns under Section 11.10. You argue that the HHSC and TWC riders are
clearly distinguishable from the transfer of duties and funds to DMV. In finding a distinction, you
argue that the "HHSC and Twc appropriations were made effective immediately upon the effective
date of the appropriations act and that the funds were appropriated to the two agencies at the start of
the fiscal biennium." You add that no part of the funding provided to HHSCITWC by the 2008·2009
rider was related to functions or personnel that TxDOT was previously providing or paying for. You
go on to argue that "in contrast, the DMV funding was found by the Attorney General to be an
appropriation of funds to TxnOT, followed by a later transfer of funds to DMV, assuming tbat certain
conditions were met, approved by the LBB, and that the personnel and functions associated with the
funding was also transferred at the same time."
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,
Mr. J. Tullos Wells
July 28, 2010
Page Two
Assuming these matters are true, there is no indication from the plain language of the rider that these
factual distinctions. are relevant in deciding how any particular transfer of funds should be evaluated
under Section 11.10(b)(2). What is signifioant to Out evaluation of this issue is the:fact that the HHSC
and TWC trIlnsfer riders read very similarly to the DMV transfer rider; consequently we have
concluded that they should be treated consistently. To consider other extraneous facts regarding the
actual transfer of funds or Personnel goes beyond the plain language of the rider.

In the second argument in YOut letter, you claim that the reference in Section 17.10(b)(1) to ''the net
impact of enacted revenue measures on incoming revenue oftbe State Highway Fund" should
somehow include the increase in appropriation levels reflected in the TxDOT Method of Finance for
"Other Funds" from fiscal 2008-2009 to fisoal20 10-20 11. In our analysis of Section 17.1 O(b)(1). in
construing the "net impact ·of enacted revenue measmes,» we actually tried to determine whether there
was any legislation that either created or increased a tax or fee which resulted in additional revenues to
TxDOT.
The phrase "revenue measures" has been used in court opinions and Attorney General's opinions to
refer to legislative enactments that generally create or increase a fee or tax for. the purpose of raising
revenue and not for a regulatory puxpose. (Hurl v. Cooper, 110 S.W.2d 896 (Tex. t 937); Center for
AutoSafetyv. Athey, 37 F.3d 139 (4th Cir. 1994); Op. Tex. Att'yGen. Nos. JC-93 (1999). M·310
(1969). M-443 (1969), WW-1482(1962), WW·114 (1959), WW-694 (1959». We construed the phrase
"enacted revenue measures" consistently with the references in these court cases and Attorney
General's opinions. YOut reference to the increase in the level of1xooT appropriations for the fiscal
201 (J..20 11 biennium over the f1SCa12008-2009 bieonium does not tell us whether any revenue
measures are responsible for this increase, nor does it identify any revellUe roeasutes that may have
resulted in these increases. The Sectil;)n 11.1 O(bXl) test focuses on tbe enactment of additional revenue
measures and not on the increase in appropriations levels. Consequently, 1 see no reason tei change our
conclusion based on this ~ent
I appreciate your further input regarding this issue.

s~.ncere
~~-

Su

Combs

co: The Honorable Jeff Wentworth
The Honorable John Ciirona
The Honorable Wendy Davis
The Honorable Ruth Jones McClendon

.

